ABSTRACT. It is shown that the y-parameters for the 2N-port network, N coupled strips form, may be found using almost arbitrary quasi-propagation modes if the relative bandwith of interest is small. Chosing a special set of propagation modes leads to simple expressions for the y-parameters, which are easy to use in an iterative synthesis procedure. The use of quasi-modes also facilitates the calculation of primary parameters (capacitances and phasevelocities) . A further advantage is that empirical formulas may be used. Such formulas were developed, which give surprisingly accurate results.
INTRODUCTION. The expressions for network parameters, as found in e.g. [1] [2] [3] for a coupled microstrip network, will normally be so complex that they are difficult if not impossible to use in a synthesis procedure. Another problem is the calculation of primary parameters. This is a very timeconsuming process if accurate results are wanted. The existing fast methods e.g. [4) based on empirical formulas are too inaccureate, and can only be used on two identical coupled strips. Solutions The synthesis of the Kr Is and the JPp_l s to obtain the desired filter response is classical and described in e.g. [5] . But to find the stripwidths and spacings, an iterativ procedure must be used. This turns out to be quite simple, because the J's depend mainly on the corresponing spacings and the K's mainly on the stripwidths. An iterative procedure for symmetric interdigital filters of the kind shown in fig. 3 was developed, which in a few runs give a possible combination of strip-widths and -spacings. Because there are infinitely many solutions, some of the dimensions must be chosen beforehand to ensure a practical solution. A 5 th. order filter was synthesized as a Chebyshev filter with 1 dB ripple, fo = 670 MHz and relative bandwidth = 0.2. To account for nonideal shortcircuits and end-effects, the actual strip lengths were made 3.7 mm shorter than the calculated lengths. The filter and its response is shown in fig.4 . The calculated response, which resembles the measured response quite remarkably, was calculated by a computer program using a standard network analysis procedure on the equivalent circuit in fig. 3 it is possible to obtain results, which vary in accordance with physical reasoning, when some dimension is changed. This is very important, and very difficult to obtain using other methods, unless unduly much computertime is used. In fig. 5 and 6 even-and odd mode parameters are given for two identical coupled strips and 6r = 10. Comparing these results with the results obtained by e.g. Bryant and Weiss £61 show good agreement. There are, however, differences between the phasevelocities (a few %). The curves in fig.6 , giving even-and odd mode velocities for different combinations of stripwidths and -spacings, show that the empirical formulas give phasevelociti-es that vary in a way predictable by physical reasoning. As a control on the formulas, the even-and odd mode inductances for two identical coupled strips were found for 1 < er < 15. They vary + 1.2% in this interval. They should be indepenant of Er. These results were obtained for relative stripwidths and -spacings lying in the interval 0.2-5. CONCLUSION. A set of "tools" have been developed which can be used to analyse and synthesize coupled microstrip circuits with more than two strips. 
